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ABSTRACT

The problem concerned vdth the correct de f in i t ion of the homogenised

dif fus ion c o e f f i c i e n t of a l a t t i c e , and the concurrent problem of whether

er not a homogenised dif fusion equation can be formally s e t up, i s studied

by a space.energy.angl* dependent treatment for a general l a t t i c e c e l l ;

using an operator notat ion which appl i e s t o any eigen-problem. I t i s shorn

that the-'diffusion coefficient should represent only leakage effects. A

new definition of the diffusion coefficient i s givrn, which ceatbines within

itself the Individual merits of rich of the two definitions or Benoist, and

reduces to the •uncorrected* Benoist coefficient in certain cues. The

conditions under which a homogenised diffusion equation can be obtained are

discussed. A comparison is mad* between the approach via a diffusion equa-

tion and the approach via the eigen-coefllcients of Denl«. Previously de-

fined diffusion coefficients are discussed, and It la shown that the trans-

fenMd •lgsn-co*ffiol*nts proposed by Gelbtvd and by Larsea are unsuitabl*

as diffusion coefficients, and that the cell-edge normalisation of the

Bonaluai ooefficlent i s not physically Justifiable.
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I INTROOUCTKM

Reactor analysis i a concerned not only with accurate calculations of

i n f i n i t e multiplication factors but also with the eff ecta following from

the f i n i t e a i te of the reactor syatem. If the f i n i t e system i a such that

there e x i s t s , in i t s inter ior , a substantial region therein th« grooa

spat ia l variation of f lux 1* the awe for a l l neutron energies, there

emerges the concept of "buckling" aa a measure of the f i n i t e s ixe , to that

eff ecta due t o f initeneas become synonymous with buckling-dependent e f f ec t* .

In the early daya of reactor theory, buckllng-dependent e f fec t s were bas ica l ly

Identif ied at leakage e f f e c t s , and a diffusion equation w * set up Tor horns-

gen sous media vherein a diffusion coeff ic ient figured as the measure of the

leakage probcbil i ty When t h i s coefflcimfc was multiplied by toe buckling. The

desire t o extend diffusion theory t o heterogeneous media naturally gave r i s e

to the problem of defining the average diffusion coeff ic ient for a hetero-

geneous periodic l * t t l c e ; i t being known that streaming e f fec t* are, on the

average, different along <-iifferent directions of the l a t t i c e .

In actual fact , the "buckling* not only introduces leakage, but a lso

introduces attendant changes in the neutron spectrum; with the resu l t that

the average reaction rates are alao modified. These change* then became •

component part of buckling dependent e f fec t* . If wo examine a transport
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theoretic neutron balance equation expressed aa an eigen-ralue problem, the

divergence term "on the l«ft of -the equality sign" repreaenta neutran Ink-

age, vtoreaa the eigen-velue "on the right of the equality jigo* necessarily

takea account of all buckllng-deptsndent effects. When all quantitiea aro

ideally expreaaed aa a power aerie a of the buckling, the leading term from

the "divergence ternf auppliea what i s known as the diffuaion coefficient.,

and thia term ia of order D . The expansion of thn eigenvalue In powers

•f buckling aupplioa a loading tena of ardor «ero sf the buckling, since It

io the eigen-value of the earo-buckling problem. The n«xt torm, of order &j

oupplloa a "coefficient" which neceasarliy takea account of a l l buckling-

impendent of foots of ordor o . Wa torn those coefficient a of the oxpanalon

•f the eigen-value as oigen-coefficients in order to make a clear diet in cU n

bstMSon thooo coefficients and the diffusion coofficionts.

The basic problems concerned with tho theoretical treatment of both

varieties of coefficients were examined in detail br Benelat1' t who did

maaeive pioneering work for evolving analysis-baaed uUlitable exproseiona

for the diffusion coofficionts. and tmmediatoly thereafter by tails3'^'*,

who uaod tho wark of Benoiat as a stopplnf stone towaria tho understanding

•f olKen-coofflclenta. Banolst1'2 flavo two dofinltiono far tho 4iffua^on

soofflclenti tho second definition being a genuine correction with respect

to tho f irs t , granted that one i s in fact looking for loakafe effects In tho

actual finite system. Both definitions ef Bonelst resided in dotermlnatiena

of physical balance with rogarHL to tho primary balance equation. Bonis3
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undertook an analysis in the same tradition; but this time concentrating

attention on the el Ren-coefficient3. Realizing that the expression obtained

was implicit, he introduced adjoint weighting (using the adjoint function of

the zero-buckling problem) *nd thus rendered the formal solution of the eigen-

problea explicit. Both the eigen-problems (the decay-constant eigen-problem

as well us the K^rt elgen-problem) were treated and intepreted*. The issues

connected with diffusion coefficients and eigen-coefficients appeared resolved

bpr the end of the Sixties, except for a mention by Leslie that there i s

awareness that the equivalence principle of Selengut' leads to a different

normalization then the one used by Benoist.

The decade of the Seventies has seen a growing surge of interest in

diffusion coefficients and, in the process, these have got mixed up with eigen-

coefficients. Though a one-velocity treatment of non-multiplying media with

unit velocity shows an identity between the two, their roles In a diffusion

equation are quite different; and only leakage effects should be taken care of

by the j)ftc|> term of the homogenized diffusion equation (the diffusion equation

has been discussed in the second and subsequent publications l isted under

Ref .5) . Transformed eigen-coefficients have however been considered. Williams"

defined such a coefficient for the ke(L eigen-problem.

o
Bonaltai , confining himself to leakage effects, proposed the corrected

Benoist coefficient with cell-edge normalization, thus arriving at the

same definition which was commented upon earlier by Leslie**.
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10
After a pause in the proceeding*, Gelbard re-opened discussions by

pointing out that the Beneist corrected ceefflctent (and consequently the

Leslie-Bonaluai coefficient vhich differs only in the normalisation factor)

gave different value* depending on which point one chose as the centre of a

w i t ce l l . This fact has not been unknown11; but i t led Oelbard10 to

suggent a definition far the diffusion coefficient- which was tho save as that

suggested earlier by Williams8, i . e . , the ejaan-coefficient of leniz dimen-

sion ally transformed into a diffusion coefficient. This diffusion coefficient

has unfortunately become known as the Penit-Gelbard coefficient with the con-

sequent confusion between the oigen-coefficients proposed by Benit*'' and the

diffusion coefficients proposed by Vttlliamsfl-Gelbard10.

12Kltiler made an analysis which amounted to « rederivatlon of the

original uncorrectod diffusion coefficient of Beneist fr«n a different angle.

Laroen13, employing a different mathematical technique from that of leni**'5 ,

but which had a dose logical parallelism except that i t was applicable to

only a limited class of prehlems, arrived at a "diffusion equation" and diffu-

sion coefficient which balsnged to the class wf those proposed by Williams8 and

Oelbard , except that Larson's coefficient belonged properly to tho decay-con-

stant elgen-problem, Larsen^ performed nuaerical ejperiments to domonatrato

that his diffusion coefficient and that of Gelbard10 led to different results.

At this point of time, on* was faced with the task of choosing between

tho diffusion coefficients of Benoist1'2 , the modified ones of UoUe6-Benalusl*,

and the transformed ala»n»oooftRelents of MLUiisw6, Gelbard10, «|id Larson13.
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The queation aroae as to whether diffuaion coefficienta aheuld repreaent only

leakage effecta or a l l buckling dependent effecta.

A very recent atudy by Hughea haa aubnibted an opinion that th*

tranaformed eigen-coefficienta of the Millians-Gelbard-Laraen variety are the

preferable definitions for the diffuaion coefficient. (Hughea conclude* in

effect that the "Beniz-Gelbard" coefficients are the best; with th* intrinaic

advantage of the Larson coefficienta ever the "Beniz-Gelbard" coefficienta not

being apparent.) The implication la that the Benoiat coefficienta are not the

bast in the set of definitions already available.

The praaent study COMBS to quite a different conclusion! v i s , that the

transformed eigen-coefficlenta of the Wllliama^Gelbard^-Lareen13 variety are

entirely unauittbla far use as diffusion coefficienta, and that diffusion

coefficienta aheuld be restricted to leakage effects alane. Furthermore, the

preeent study auggeltta that the formal specifications given for th* equivalence

principle of Solengut are not tenable; wLth the result that the cell-edge-

nsraalixed diffuaion coefficients of Leslie^-Bonalumi? are not the correct ones.

Only the tw» definition* of Benoist1'2 remain in the f ie ld as candidates for

the role of diffusion coefficienta.

Th* first definition of Beneist1 hits the advantage of being independent

•f which point Is cheaon a* th* cell , centre; but doeo not represent the

l«akago offecta from the, true flux with i ta aaaociated macroacopic flux cur-

vatur*. The aecend definition of Benoiat takea account of the macreacopic

flux but reeulta in a AefiniUen which auppliea different valuea depending on
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how the cell-centre i s chosen. Basically, the issues that remain unresolved

concern which finally ia the best definition for the diffusion coefficient,

and what really i s the significance of the eigen-coefficients as they stand.

The present study supplies answers to both these questions. A space-

energy-angle dependent treatment for a general latt ice-cel l configuration ia

made, which permits a wider fran*work for general assessment than i s permitted

by the one-Telocity slab-geometry treatment of Hughes1*, The present atudy

arrives at conclusions opposed to those of Hughes for the one-velocity case

Itself, and also discusses the many issues that become apparent when a

velocity-dependent problem i s examined.

Che emphasis in this atudy l i e s in the presentation of a new definition

for the diffusion coefficient, which combines within i tsel f the individual

merits of the two definitions of Benoist. However, though this n*w definition

i s presented aa the one that resolves the theoretical problem involved In the

formal definition of the diffusion coefficient, the greater emphasis i s placed

on whether or not the primary equation i s reducible to diffusion aquation form.

This issue i s analysed by extracting the diffusion coefficient which Is con-

tained in the primary balance equation.

The new diffusion coefficient i s presented f irst , the formal requirements

for setting up a diffusion equation form are discussed next, the formal solu-

tion via the alien-coefficients i s discussed inaediateOy thereafter for com-

parison, and the existing definition* for the diffusion coefficients are

cemented upon at the end.
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CF THE NBW BIFFUSKK CCEFFICUNT

Let the eigen-value equation far a finite periodic lattice be written

CHF.-Tf?F, >F6^6t>
s-s

 J V V ^ 6
where 4. and A-B are functions ef the pesitien j£ ^ the v-alecity i> , and

the direction Jtf and have the perledicity ef the lattice. The eperater

%H is the Beltuann net-leas eperater. 5 depends upon the elgen-problem

ehosem It i s J/v for the decay-constant eigen-prohlem (in which case Tj i s

the decay eonstant), and it is the. fission source operator for the lceu eiffm-
i-t *

problea ( i n which case ^ equals ke^ - 1 ) , We take the eigen-Talue ">] to

be r e a l . The exp l i c i t forms of the various conponent operators are recalled

in Appendix A.

Though vJritten for a f i n i t e meditn, vie take Eq . ( l ) as applicable to the

v*iol« of space, in Which the l a t t i c e i s extended vdth analytical continuation

of the f lux. This i s equivalent to considering the f i n i t e Bedim solution as

a harmonic of an i n f i n i t e l a t t i c e , and i s analogous to considering spat ia l

haraonles of f i n i t e media. The fora given to Fg i s the log ica l o u t c a e of

the integraUtransport-theoretic analysis that was oade by th i s author

[ftef .3J , and the g is t of t h i s analysis i s given in Appendix B.
1 2

The work of Benoist ' i s essent ia l ly that of extracting lafomation

regarding the diffusion coeff ic ient by remaining t t th in the framework of

Bq . ( l ) alone. Soon thereafter Bsaiz p a lso staying within the framework of

the direct equation, extracted whatever information there was In the equation

with regard to the eigen-coefficjenta contained in V\ » The expressions for
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the eigen-coeff idents were Implicitt The evaluation of an eigen-coefficient

of a given order of £> required th« knowledge of the periodic flux term of

that order, and the calculation of this flux term itself required the know-

ledge of that elgen-coefficlent.

A new element required to be introduce* In order to resolve this
4 5problem. This was done by Benix ' by bringing in the zero-buckling adjoint

function of the latt ice and enploying what was in effect « generalised per-

turbation theory. The result was that the explicit formal solution of Bq.(l)

w*» obtained, with regard to both the eigen-Yalue "VI said the eigen-f unction

{/, . The need to know a periodic flux of a given order was replaced by the

need to know the sero-buckling adjoint. The reactor problem was formally and

explicitly solved. The eigen-coefficients of both the decay constant eigen-

problem and the L n eigen-problem were defined and interpreted in Ref .4 .

It wi l l be guessed from the above reasoning that extracting a diffusion

equation fora from Bq.(l) will be tantanount to recombining into implicit fcrm

the explicit equations which were arrived at as a desirable goal* However, a

formal clarification i s required, both with regard to the content .of the homo-

genized diffusion coefficient and with regard to what could be obtained out

of a homogenised diffusion equation.

This formal clarification requires the Introduction of yet another new

element. Wa now ne*d the adjoint equation of the "finite* latt ice , aid not

only the cero-buckllng adjoint. We hence set up the formal adjoint equation!
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If T| were conplex, ita congdfix conjugate would take i t s place in Bq.(2),

In working with the dlrect»adjoiat aet giren la Iqa ( l ) and (2), we

ara working in a apace of eoaplex-raluea' functions of the real Tariahlea

•it D".ana ft . whoae Aoaain ia all angl*s, all reloeities, an* the Toloae

of a unit cell. The aeaisslble functiona of thia apace are functione of the

fora fc(&jV,J£)&tf £•(.£>».£) , where Jo ia any tunction haviag

the perioaieity of the lattice (though not neeeaaarily with the ayetry

propertiea of the aero-buckli*c flux>» mi O i s any "buckling Taotor* in

the reciprocal apace of - t .

The aijointaeaa conaitio* which ia eatiafiea ia the followLag

where JQ^ ia the operator j or any of the eoaponeat operatora of

^=f ^ j°-Lj\>? * • JS1Z W& ef latUee.pv.»ioal« fwetioaa

ani. the inner product 1* a functional e+finea bjr

where \i ia the eoaplax conjugate of
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If we put the operator \j\ in place of jJC , the L.H.S. of »q.(3)

reduces as followai

In this reduction, the first transformation consisted In rawvlng 6*p (<

outside the operator, and the £-3t/J!> appeared because of the divergence

tern of VR . The second transformation consisted in transfering the

€*£ (X $>*&} from the left of the comma to the right and changing 1 t o - t

(in view of the definition given in Bq.U)), with the result that this

exponential function canosls with the one that was already to the right of

the c o w , The Kq.(3), after a stellar reduction of its R.H.3., thus becomes,

for "SJ,

The veracity of Bq.(5), for tnj two lattice-periodic functions, can be directlr

checked. For the case >(_•* »y there Is no special feature Involved, since

the exponential function oan be brought outside \S or S without altering

these operator*.

It i s now seen that, talcing the -jb e<p ^ C ^ A J ) to to terms of

the true finite-medium flux, th« Bq.(3) for the true flux i s rsduoibl* to sn

equation corresponding to lq.(5) for only the periodic component of the flux.
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The probleaa connected with the retention of the aacroacoplc flux distribu-

tion have been completely eliminated without in any way Ignoring i ta effect.

The ground ia now prepared for diectteaing the reduction of the

Sqa.(l) and (2) to diffuaion-eqaation fora, aaaumlng for the aomnt that euch

a reduction la poaalble at leaat in aoae cases. MB recall the notation of

Appendix A, Where we have put »-ft *• O A--*. ) **»•*• the A-.-^*** the

component operator a of 2n . and O repreaenta a axauufblon over U . The

o r / C Y la the divergence operator, I . e . ,

s. — oLur^. • * * r l t e t h # Bq»«Cl) «n< ( 2 ) In the for»

Let us now auppoae Uiat, oorreaponding to thia infinite lat t ice with

•aeroacopic flux £xp^C&*j£^ there exlata an Infinite htaaoganaoua

•edlm with the aaaa aacroacoplc flux, the '»m» elf>n>value, and the eaate

ijanortance-wa^^eA leakage rates and reaction ratea par correaponding

voluaa aa In the origihal lat t ice . Thia equivalent hoaogeneoua Mdiua will

have to be aslaotropic In phyaieal atruoture i f "anieotropie dlffualon oo-

effleienta* are to exlet. (The dlffualon coefficient ia actually a tenaor.)

Let ua aaauM that the prlaary equatlona of thia equlvaleat hoatofaneoua

aedlua ( i . e . the eqaationa oorreaponding to Bqe.(6}> have been angLe-inte.

grated and reduced to dJ ffueion-equation fona. Let tneae equationa be
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(7a)

(7b)

wh«re A_H J are the angle-integrated fonts of the operatora A I ^ . O*

tut for the as yet unknowi cross-sections of the hoaogeneous aediua; < K i s

the angle-integrated "periodic" part of the flux in this aediui; and oQ-

eorresponds to the J>fir of the diffusion equation. Since the aediua i s hoao-

geneous, the operators and the "periodic" flux and adjoint are Independent of

position and depend only on velocity. The starred quantities are the corres-

ponding adJoints.

Since we have aaaiaed that the Sqs.(7) fora a noraal pair of a velocity*

dependent diffusion equation and i t s adjoint, oU anist be like s capture

cross-section, and must thus be self-adjoint. Guessing, for the aoaent, the

buckling dependent expansion of (& l e t us write

(da)

(8b)

where the suaaatlon O is over the principal directions k. of the anlsotropie
k
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homogeneous medium, which have a one-to-»ona correspondence with the principal

<*irectloae of the lattice of which this medium i s the equivalent.

The stated equivalence between the lattice and the homogeneous medlua

ia formalized by means of a perturbation operation between Eqe.(6; and ( 7 ) .

Me talc* the homogeneous medium to be the unperturbed system whoae properties

are contained in the unknow operators of the Eqs.(7)t and tie say that this

system has been perturbed into the latt ice whose properties are contained In

the know operators of Iqs.(6) . KB thus perform a perturbation operation

between Xq.(7b) and the angle-Integrated form of Bq.(6a). Being the notation

we get

Since the quantities to the right of the caiws are angle-indepetdent they ean

be taken within the angle integration »i»i ( no that we git
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The adjointness condition stated in Bq.<3) amet continue to hold, ao that the

combined operator within the bracket* ( ^ on the R<H.S, of »q.(lOb) ean be

traneferred ae usual to the left of the coena. Bq.(lOb) then beeoaea

(lOo)
a

Our stated equivalence principle requires aore than Just conservation of the

eigen-value. It als» requires tem-bsr-tem equality between each tana on the

L.H.S. of Iq.(lOc) and the corresponding Urn on the H.H.8. This furnishes

the relations between the "unknown" operatora of the homogeneous aedius. and

the known operators of the lattice, Ms get

(l ib)

( U c )
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In the *qa (lib) and ( l ie) , the exponentials ldthin the operator* ean

be resored outside without altering tht operators, then treaaferr** to th»

right of the ccejaa with L changing sign, ana oei celled with the exponential

already present the?*. Thea, defining an average constant

M gat, fre»«qa (lib) and (Ue)

The ajaetry propertlaa of the ooapooent flux flelia of j ^ are aueh that '

y ^ n T[ ~ \ ^-ft \ i wl*n ^ P , •*)cln8 n o coatrlbutloA. The araraga eon-

atanta of the hoaogeneoa* Mitiai ean heace be 4>flne< tar the

- <*• U*r*),

wharo X^ la the operator y or the operators ^ ^ ; > \ * * t \ *« • T h t

iepenience of the functions on the Tariablee has been explicitly sham

It ie to be elarifie* that Bq.(l3) for <^5&) «n* the aquation far

teiieh will iMMUately follow, does flat **&* that <(%.} *n* <C«9^

out aa neat factors automatically. The aejiatlona aerely atate that theae oan-

atanta are ratio* of Km quantj.tlear each of Mhich i s a aarias â opanaion in

powers of the buckling^ Thia ratio, WMH proceaaad Into a aariea In poMara of

the buckling, gtvsa « buckling-aepenaeut aeries for the amrage quaotltiaa.
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supplies the expression for the homogenized dlffuWon coeffi-

cient \<C/V. The L.H.S. of this equation can be reduced In the\eane way

MM don* to arrive at the L.H.S. of Eq.(l3)s

of aa foHowei

The terms that have disappeared in thia reduction are the term

which i s sere becatwe of the periodicity of the fields, and the fact that

Which i t epaee-lndependect, can be taken vdthln the divergence operator, and

the term ^ > t ( iC»B ) ^ . 4 * ^ ^ ^ ^because the aymmetry propertiea of

the periodic fluxes in Q are such that 3 ° W \ J i ^ a l [ *=- O . T h e

above two redwtions give the following expression for the diffusion oonstanti
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the B-index on 4&Vitm, e j 9 > l l c i t l y shoving that i t is the buekling-dependent

flux. Binding \ ~ j"o+ O ^ J ,^b— V> B f k
and writing JTLI for the ecaponent of i t ! along the direction k the

tera ti^plics the new definition for the diffusion coefficients

Iq.(l5) gives tbe general expression for the hoaogenised diffusion coeffi-

cient of a lattice. This diffusion coefficient represents only leakage and, la

view of Sq.(lla), this i s the leakage sue to the actual flnite-aediia flux.

£q.(15) i s also quite independent of which point is chosen as the centre of the

cell; the adjoint weighting has seen to that. The new definition hence eoabines
1 2within itself the individual merits of both the definitions of Benoist ' . In

a one-velocitT protiLen, there i s no Telocity-integration, so that the adjoint

weight function cancels out and the definition reduces to that of. the uncorreetsd

coefficient of Benoisv. In a Telocity-dependent prohlaa, if the lattice Is

'welX-theraallsed", so that 40 |u>bv6''J) *• essentially a Hsxwellia«,than

the adjoint ^ i , i s essentially a constant, and we once again g»t the

uncorrected Benoist coefficient. The adjoint weighting aakss Itself felt in the

case of high-buckling ttwraal systems and in the case of systsas whose character-

istic spectra are non-thermal..
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The diffusion equation ltaelf i s now easily obtnineds Sines the inner

product of Eq.(6a) with any functioo i s *«ro; tin L.K.S. of Kq.(lOo) i s sero,

and hence the R.H.S. of Bq.(lOe) is s» As before, the exponentials on

either side of its cam cancel out, «o that, uaing Bq* (13) ami ( U ) , the

R.H.S. of Kq.(lOe) furnishes the equation

Iq (16) la the hoaocenlsed diffusion equation. This equation i s isplieit,

since the avertfed cuistant* are functions of the bucklint-dependent flux «h£eh

is supposed to be the unknovn sought to be solved vis the diffusion equation.

The intrinsic Merit of the solution vis the elfsn-ooefficients hence bseoass

quite apparent! If the prlaarjr rsactor probles, i s to detemlne the eigen-vdua

<Y\ } for exaniae the determination of the orltieal buckllnc (at which 1t»o )

then, once the eigen-eosffldents are knovn to s glren order of buckling, the

reactor problem is solved to that order wLthout baling to know the flax tens

of that order. This theory Is briefly recalled In Siction VI below for pur-

poses of coaparlaon.

Bq.(l6) could be given a, aultigroup representation by Baking s further

qualification of the equivalence principle, i . e . , requiring that the tem-by-

ter» equivalence between the lattice and i ts hosofsniisd equivalent should

hold separately wLthln each "energy group". Che could then postulate homogeneous

•edius crosa-sectiona which are piece.«dse conatmt in each group and establish

their values vis Sq.(l3).
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The perturbation operation between the l a t t i c e and i t s bossgvteoue

equivalent i « «n old idea (see for example Marchuk15)! tut the rea l fcnatl

d i f f i c u l t y l i e s In just ifying the set t ing op of the diffusion equation

forae given i n Iqe . (? ) and ( 8 ) . Ad hoe poatulatlon as a natural general!,

sation of elementary diffusion theory leaves a nueber of question* —answered.

regarding Sqe.<7) and ( 6 ) . Are these equations va l id In general* I s « r

always a eelf-adjolnt quantity l i k e a capture eroee-section* HascA/ «ny

oonneotlon at a l l with the Inverse scattering cross-sect ion of the cqtsivslMt

hoaogeneoue aedlosT The next Section throws l i g h t on these I s sues , sad shows

that the nostuljited diffusion equation foms given l a the Kqs . (7) , wttlH&

and neatly faotorisablo, een be se t up only i f certa in conditions are f u l f i l l e d .

In other words* quite apart f ros the lap l i c i tness inherent i n the diffusion

equation* the very concept of hoaogenixation as s generally va l id procedure

appears t o be not so natural after a l l .

I l l THE NFFIBXQI CCEFFXCBKT WITHIN THE FRDttBT 0JBBl-Xq|aATXai3,

MM LWITATICHS CT THE HOHOBEMIZATION CQlGBR

Aa was dons for arriving at the elgen-solution of I q . ( l ) In t e f s . 4 and J,

we take the exponential ^ x p / i ^ ' t ) outside the operator* of Bqs.(l)

and (2) and cancel i t out. These equatione then beooae
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The adjointne 93 condition that ia satisfied la

where k ^ b , are anjr two lattice-periodic functions.

Since /y\ Is veal, If we change X to - t everywhere In Xq.(lTb) and

then perfona an adjointness operation betwMn the resultant equation and the

Bq.(l7a) we fat the relation

which represent a an illuminating null condition.

Separation of the re 1 and the imaginary part* of «qa.(17) lead* to

(20.)

and

An adjointne* operation between Bq..(20a) and (20b) UmU to the rela-

( 2 2 )
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Which la Juat one of the tw» separate relations contained In Fq.(19). NOK,

If we had replaced Eq.(20b), ahich la the adjoint equation of the latt ice

Itself', by the adjoint equation of the equivalent homogeneous medium, then

the ad jo fatness operation Juat perforaed would become a perturbation opera-

tion, and the equation corresponding to 8q.(22) Mould furnish the definition

for the diffusion coefficient. However, the concept of the diffusion coeffi-

cient, which we wish to identify unequivocally, doea not emerge i f we operate

at the level of angular fluxes. We hence integrate the Eqa.(20) and (2l ) over

a l l angles. In doing so, we WL11 see the significance of the supporting role

played by the Bqs.(2l).

Let us multiply the Bqs.(2l) by *Q?b from the l e f t and integrate over

angle. The tltir- tern of VH presents no problem since M,'Q> haa aero

gradient and can hence be transferred to tus «\teht of the duilr operator. It

can also be transferred to the right of the 2 - j - . J -vW^V •operator".

Since the fission source operator is isotropla, the fission source tent ««m

Mice a sero contribution when multiplied by M.»2> aVid Integrated over

angle. For the same reason, the term to which >Y\ i s attach*d wLU make

a sero contribution in the caae of the Kgir eigen-probleaj whereas in the

ca»« *>t the decay-constant eigen»probl'~?l the ^1.' & can be taken to the

rlgl;* >f the 3 (_~ J — V "̂  ) operator. The in-scattering term

i s hence the only tens requiring some examination.

From a consideration of the angular ejnmetry of the scattering law, we

can immediately write

( 8 3 a )
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The scalar product of this equation with -3.' gives the expression for the

'function A »

where

have

r
i s the mem cosine of the scattering angle at V . Wt thua

U

1*1

Similarly,

Beflning the operator /Li ty

an« recalling the notation defined In Eq.(9a), the Eq*.(2l) muLtiplle* ty

3 an* lnteffratei over angle lead to the equations
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where

2

£>< having the value 1 In the decay-constant eigen-problesi and tho value 2 i.i

t h 6 ^e.U. eigen-problem. In view of the periodicity of the functions, the

terns in the Bqs.(26) dis^pear when these equations are integrated over the

volume of a unit ce l l .

We now revrite the Eqs.(26) for a hoaogeneous aediw. The <2ur tenaa

disappear, and a l l quantities L/eccne space-independent, lefining an operator

(28)

the Eqa.(26) reduce to

We next make a simplification that i s allowable. Sine* our equivalent

homogeneous aediua i s an iaagined one, there i s no ccnpulsion to retain aniso

tropic scattering. MB are free to Imagine that this "unperturbed" hoaofen-

eous medium has lsotropie scattering cross-section, which has been perturbed

into the actual scattering cross-sections of the latt ice . For isotropie

scattering, Sqs.(29) become
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A diffusion coefficient begins to emerge. If, for example, our "lattice"

was isotropic in the large (imagine a unit cell which i s a triangular pyramid

of moderator, with equilateral triangles as faces and with a sphere of fuel

material at i t s centre), then the equivalent homogeneous medium would be iso-

tropic, and

the R.

Lc, and Q • and QL* . would also be isotropic. In that ease,

l.H.S'8 of Eqs.(30a) and (30b) would reduce quite simply t o f £ r / & / ^ V

and <f ( T A « £ A L,. (?>• «&) 3 • The L.H.S»» of Bqs.(30)

f irst terms of the Eqs.(20) angle-integrated, and these terms represent macro-

scopic leakage effects. We have thus identified that our new diffusion coeffi-

cient I Eq.(15) I i s related to the inverse scattering cross-section of the

equivalent homogeneous medium.

For heterogeneous media which have anisotropic neutron streaming effects,

the situation i s less staple. The symnetrr properties of th» periodic flux*

field terms of Q 6>".*£l •*• *»ch that we would have
O6>m * J

where
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Vhat corresponds to the D 6 is now i/?^.multiplied by a ratio of two power

series of the buckling, with the denominator for the series that i s given In

Bq.(3la) being the Bq.(3lb) angle-integrated. When Kq.(31b) Is angle-lntesra-

ted, the Efji , terns will give a zero contribution. There will be a f la i l*

ratio of buckllng-dependent series for the corresponding adjoint.

Let us for the aoaent confine ourselves to large systems, so as to con-

fine otrselves only to the leading tern of Hq.(3l) and the corresponding t«m

for the adjoint. Me s t i l l require the flj and $* of the Sqs.(7) to be self.

adjoint, and hence equal, since they are functions only of the variable V •

As seen froa Sq.(3l), this means that we should have

In the one-velocity ce*et this condition i s satisfied even in a heterogeneous

•edlw, since j j (<£,*£ V= ^ft (£,-&) } to within a
constant factor, as can b» easily verified by direct substitution in the one-

velocity equations for 4-ft end jp . Froa this, i t does not at all follow

that Bq.(32) Is always aet In a velocity dependent problm. In general, as

can be seen froa the Bqs.(30), with the R.H.S's representing^^ and <h <

respetlvely, ths equality of $ «<*<#* teplies the condition

4,

4-where 4- (v^ Is soae function of
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We can demonstrate that Bq.(33) i s satisfied in the ease of •oderating

«dl«, in which case the absence of the fission source tern pensits one to

get explicit relations between corresponding ten* of the direct and the ad-

joint fluxes even in the case of lattices tad at the level of mgolsr fluxM

and adjointe. The demonstration consists in showing that the conplex quantity

Maxwellian flux distribution, satisfies the balance equation [Bq.(l?a)^] for

* *> **•* *• ""n^inr *e££>T5-&.) with the Qux
to *d t h i n * constant factor. (It i s to be noted that

J-* though referred to as an adjoint flux, i s actually «ft adjoint weighting
Jft)

function). The demonstration i s quite straight forMtrdt fii the in-scatter-

ing tern -/C-i^a *" "•• the equation of detailed balance to flip the direc-

tion of the arrows and allow the removal of |V)(i^ outside the velocity

integral. Thus, we have

The divergence tern and the A.S£>Q? ter« present no special problem,

tfe have

The Z ^ . tern and the fp tern (noU 'P « | / v *or our non-aultiplylfig
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w) need no manipulation at al l . Collecting all tka term* into the Bq.(17«),

observing that the notation \ 4i£.' i« Identical to the notation \ A(-sL'}
A n • « *

eince both represent integration over all angles, and Inverting the directions
of i £ and i t ' MS get

in view of Eq.(l7b). Wa have thus proved that, to within a constant factor,

have

for non-aniltlplyln& lattices. F«r •ultipl/lng aedia, i t la not possible to

arrive at this type of relation except la the ease of homogeneous non-scattering

media, in which case a relation of type Bq.Ofc), with M(u-} replaced bjr

IS 6>-) •=: l/Liy)/ )>£, ( T ^ ) IS obtained^ This i s an unrealistic situa-

tion in which once a neutron i s tarn at a certain velocity i t stay* at that

velocity until i t disappears. If scattering i s present, the oase with a fission-

source tern allows a relation to be obtaintd only In the one-velodtgr casci Mi

It Is easy to see thajb Sq.(3*) implies that the condiUon stated in Bq.(33)

Is verified} and we identify that 4 ^v^ •-. f*\ (y) in this case.

for those cases *here the diffueion equation form can be employed, the

R.lf.9(« of lqs.(30) can be irittsn
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We have now only to integrate Eqs.(ZO) over a l l angles and use Bqs.(3O)

and (35) to obtain the diffusion equation forms given in Bqa.(7); but vdth

the cannon factor 6*P^t&'.5iM absent. We can then reconstruct the equation

for the finite medium flux of the homogeneous medium (vhlch implies merely

multiplying by 6 x p (A.{§> £) since the angle-integration of Eqe.(2l) leads

to a zero contribution for a homogeneous medium) and proceed as in Section I I .

Alternatively, we can ignore the €xp f-4-Cb'•>£-) completely and perform a

perttrbation operation directly with the Eq.(20a) of the la t t i ce . The end

result i s the sane.

We hav« demonstrated -that the diffusion equation approach i s valid in

a velocity-dependent problem for non-multiplying latt ices . For multiplying

systems the validity has been demonstrated only for a one-velocity problem in

the presence of scattering. The validity for realistic velocity-dependent

problems with multiplying media has not been established at a l l . This, together

with the fact that a diffusion equation i s Implicit In form, raises the issue

about the confidence with vhich the diffusion equation can be used as a general

tool, notwithstanding i t s practical utility.

The formal explicit solution via the eigen-ooefficients i s by contrast

clear and direct, and does not bring in any concept of a diffusion coefficient.
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Thia approach i s briefly recalled in Section XT below for lsswdlat* ooaperiaon

as well as for th« discussion, in Section T, of the wisuitability of •diffusion

coefficient s* of the OelbaroVLarsen variety.

17 HEACTCR JWALTSIS TIA SIGEN-COBFFICXBlTS

In contrast with the fcraal di f f icult ies attendant tcxm attempting t o MI.

up usable hoaogenised diffusion equations, there i s the extras* fomal s iapU-

otty of an "anal^rtical11 solution Tia the eigen-coefficients, lAthodb In any way

bringing in the concept of a e l f fusion coefficient. This la t ter approach 1*

recalled below, so that an laswelate comparative assessment can be sjaie.

In th is sub-Section, we rasain s tr ic t ly within the confines of Sq . ( l }

alone. Oh the basis of the formal proof recalled In Appendix B, we convert

Bq.( l ) to Bq.( l7a) . We then use the following expansions, where a l l the

periodic f ie lds are functions of posit ion, Telocity, and direction*

h
k ^

where t>Ĵ  represents the cosponent of 2> along the principal direction

The eigen-Talue Itself la expanded as followst
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In the above expansions, we have used the notation of R*f.5. The expression*

have not been posed arbitrarily, but are the result of the analysis reported

in Ref.3.

The introduction of these expansions into Bq.(17a), and the id*ntiflc*»

tion of the coefficients of each combination of the B ^ lead* to the follotdnc

set of equations, vith lAf 0 ^ J 4 ""'"j 0 X *

JX| 1* th* coaponent of J& along direction -K .

The ay«t0B of Bq*.(37) 1* In principle r e w i n d If the *l««t-eo*ffici*nt*

etc) are IcnovA. In order to cheek whether thi* •aolution" 1* tocmilj

•xpllcit , l e t u* fora the inner product of *q.(l7») *dth unity. Ma t*t

Wiich we can t r i t e , td.th d'Vj =. -11-^K ^ a*

It i* clear that Bq.(38) i* i l l i c i t . The 0(jlfy tma vdU furnHh
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If the operators of J\ are introduced in the last tern of Bq.(39) and thia

tern ia slnplified, the divergence t e n disappears because of the periodicity

of bgL and the out-scattering and in-scattering tanas cancel out; so that

we get an equation which can be written

Bq.(40), for « non-aultiplying aediu* and a decay-constant eigen-problem, i s

exactly what was obtained in ReT.3. Looking at 2q,(W), wa conclude that the

equation i s iaplicit because, as Bq.C7c) shows, the determination of E ^

presupposes the knowledge of **?» .

Me see that, whatever say be the merits of the expansion Justified in

Appendix B, and of the concurrent expansions given in Eqe.(36), they by

themselves do not solve any problem. Me need something new to get us out of

the woods. This helping hand i s lent by the one other known quantity which

exists* The adjoint latt ice function of the zero-buckling case.

IV .B Exoneration tar the introduction of the Zero-Buckling Ad joint of the

Lattice

We had obtained Sq.(38) by talcing the inner-product of Sq.(17a) with

unity. Instead of doing this we now take the inner-product with X t^F/^y

the stro-bttckllng adjoint of the lat t ice . We immediately get

> (41)

the other t ens cancelling out because of the equation / r n T * O satis-
*" JO

fied by £f»c«* of



Bq.Ul) vdth Eq.OS), It i s dear that the introduction of the zero-budding

adjoint has eliminated the term that was causing a l l the trouble. The expre-

ssion for U)i Instead of being the unutilisable Eq.(4O), now becomes

which i s explicit in every sense of the term. Expressions for these eigen-

coefficients, and their interpretation, were given in Refs.A. and 5 for both

the KgU eigen-problea and the decay-constant eigen-problea and, as can be

seen front the analysis that has preceded, these constituted an explicit

approach to reactor analysis. This approach now becomes dears We start by

assisting a knowledge of the sero-buckling problea, i . e . , we know "h ) jfc %

and jr* . MB then solve Sq.(37b) for £Ti . Knowing Bf^ we solve Eq.(42)

for CO, . It the Init ial reactor problem was to know the eigen-value to order
k

fir then the problem i s already solved, since we have TJ ~ ' y ) 0 +'^- w ) t &j^*

We have solved this problan explicitly without even having to know the flux to

order B i the Jr weighting having taken care of i t . If , in addition to

knowing the eigen-value to order & we also need to know the reaction rates

to order £ r \ then we solve, in addition, the Eq.(37c) which I s explicit

since COi Is now known* We do not need to solve Bq.(3?d) vhich i s also

for a component of the Of&^j flux since i t s symmetry properties ensures a

cero effect over the cell on an average. We will however need the E j ^ , also

i f we are interested in reaction rates at certain particular positions of ttw

ce l l , instead of an average over the whole ce l l . Knowing al l the periodic

fluxes up to order o , the finite neditat flux F g to order 6** can be re-

constructed noting the relation between &a> (A,$* &J and the macro-
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<coplc fluxes in realizable finite media. The saae explicit procedure goes on

to higher tackling order, i f desired.

It i« to be noted that the relation < v 4 0 4^ $*? s-Oj **ich

permitted the removal of the troublesome tena of Eq.(38), expresses « null

condition for the "sources" on the R.H.S'a of the Eqs.(37)t Bach source has a

tero y -weighted integral. These equations are singular.

The above approach does not need any interpretations in terns of diffusion

coefficients or migration areaa. Interpretations in terms of migration areas

are however possible, and hare been given, for both the eiger-problems, in

Refe.4 and 5 . Such interpretations, though serving as a link with standard

theory, should not be taken to mean that a quantity which i s like a migration

area in an integrated one-group form i s necessarily JUje migration area in the

classical sense.

The formal Interpretations given in Refs.4 and 5 will not b& recalled

here; except for the following general indications! in the Kgtt elgen-probl*m,

which can be represented as

k.

There i s a suggestion that H ^ i represents a migration area. However, a com-

parison between «q.(*2) and »q.(40), which are different expressions for the

4>r .shows that tOi takes care of aJi buckling-dependent effects of order

so that the •migration area" ( K ^ k ) o1*0 *>•• «>* Any attespt to define



a diffusion coefficient •• the product of this "migration are." and an absorp-

tion cross-section (compatibly defined for the sero-buckllng case) will «1M

lead to a "diffusion coefficient11 which takes account of t i l buekllng dependent

effeats of order & . The resultant "diffusion equation11 then becomes nothing

else but a re-staten«t of the sero-buclcllng balance equation. Ws shall exa-

mine this in Section T below, in order to demonstrate that the Oelbard-Larsen

types of "diffusion coefficient" are entirely unsuitable.

Ma terminate this Section with another example to demonstrate the identic

fieation-role played by properly chosen adjoint weighting. In Section S we

had shown that ^ i weighting of the periodic part of the flux effectively

gives the leakage due to the actual finite medium, flux. In the present Section

we had also shown that <f weighting of s leakage-like font effectively takes
Jo

account of jU, buckling dependent effects. We now show that a proper weighting

function can establish a connection between the 7] & of the two standard eigen-
lo

problems.

In the k^eigw-problm, ^ o - ( ' -^«* > ) /^ o 0 > *d t h ^

being quite Independent of any weighting function that may be utilised tor

expressing K^ as a ratio of neutron production to neutron disappearance la

an Infinite lattice. In the decay-constant eigcn-problem, ^ 0 "

so that its "Migration area* is ^0^v •> -̂ 0 being a me'an neutron lifetime

la the Infinite lattice. Since neither Jc^ nor ^ 0 are eigen-values, their

values will depend on what weight function i s employed for Integrating the sero-

buclcllng balance equation. If the weighting function in the decay-constant
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eigan-prohlem i a taken as the sero-buckling adjoint of the X^u eigen-problaa,

then the j c ^ i a ident i f ied with that of the la t ter eigen-problem. A a ia i lar

Identif icat ion of -K-eK i s Poaaible ** o n e works wLth the 6 ^= o equaticna,

T COWEOTS CN PREVIOOSLY DEFDJED DIFFUSICH COEFFICIENTS

T.AJ Tranaforaed Bigen-Coefflcienta of the Gelbard1 -Laraen33 Tarietr

Let ua take Bq. ( l?a) , »hich i a true at each point of phaae apace, and take

i t a inner product with any arbitrary la t t i ce -per iodic function vF . Trans,

ferring the / 4 ( } term to the l e f t , we get

Oiere J\o "&3+"" 1]o? and S-Vj-s7J->)o . At t^O,the eqaatloo

reduces to ^ ^ e ^ f o j j 3 * ^ ^ ^ J »*ich can be written

Let ua now teaporarily denote the L.H.S. of Bq.(«a) by L f and 1st ua add

Bq.(43b) to (43a). Mi obtain

Sach of the above equation a ia an conation in the real aenae. The quantities

on each aide of the equality aign represent different thinga, and the equality

alga atetes that these different thinga are equal to one another. How, in the

. .(We), l e t ua sabat^tate for L Ita ralue given by the K.H.S. of Bq.(tfa).
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Mia obtain

Became
of thi. substitution, Eq.(U) « ™ equation i . nothing else but

placeth.

for the .ero-tackling <«e.

repl.oe th« ^ « , other

* in each of th^n by

the two ten., containing * ) «r.

To order ^ Bq.(Wb) become.

is the 1 expre88ed t0

> *

' N w ' B t t l t i p l y l f t g

(Ub)

(Ue)
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A multi-group chape could be given to this equation by going through the

steps but limiting the velocity integration in < > to the velocities of each

group (leaving oT\ intact, i . e . , keeping the velocity integrations la i t s

terns to be over all velocities).

As i s de«r from the way we arrived at Eq.(Uc), this equation ia nothing

else but the Eq.U3b) for the xero-buckllng case. Yet, this i s Just the "diffu-

sion equation" one obtains if one uaea "diffusion coefficients* of the NUliaas -
10 13

Gelbard -Laraen variety. The first square bracket of Sq.(44c) i s the general
expression for a transormed diffusion coefficient, vdth V^ arbitrary.

The unsuitability of Eq.(44c) becomes cle«r when one realises that i t

leaves nothing to solve, even implicitly. Jo i To )^\o *** "opposed know;

the knoWLedge of ^ . presumes the knowledge of the fluxes fc^ and the *igeo»

value to order B is knout [ ^(yf- *)„+ ^- w k ^ ^ } •
It i s to be noted that if b* i s the Jr* of the eisen-prohlem, then

Bq.(A3a) would state nothing else but the fact that <Cv$o^6 Ae*}*'0 ****'

i t vould state the null condition for the sources on the R.H.S's of Bqs.(37).

With this weighting function, the transformed coefficients reduce to

Xf the lattice i s critical at tero-buckllng the balance equations at &•=© are

just Wf-0*O } WJo** 0 J "« -* -f•, K* *>«»*
depend en the elgan-problMi chosen. In view of Kq.(37b), the Ei also do not
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depend on the eigeo-problea. The result i s that the 'diffusion coefficient"

expressed in Bq.(4JW) has the ssae value In a l l eigen-probleas. This was the

13expression arrived at by Larsen for the one-velocity decay-constant elgsn>

problem. The nvnerical differences Larson observed between the valuta he ob-

tained with his expression and the values supplied by the coefficient of

Gelbard fox the rc€u eigen-problem are hence aem to arise only because

Gslbard employed a unit weight function.

It m«y be added that the direct-adjoint pair of Bqs.(7) for the homogen-

eous mediiai could suggest a perturbation operation between Bq,(7a) and the

ftrO equivalent of Bq.(7b, (of the aame type as was done with the latt ice

equations In Section 17) with the ids* that the only external condition to be

put on the homogeneous systea would be that i t s *V\ i s the sane as that of the

lat t ice . This procedure would also give transformed eigen-coefficients. The

argunent of Gelbard for obtaining his multf.-group form i s in affect based on

this route of reasoning.

The analysis in this sub-Section shows that transformed eigen-cosfficienta

do not supply diffusion aquations. The reason the bal«>ce equation degenerates

when transformed eigen-coafficisnts ar* used i s that ws are asking use of the

knowledge we have about the content of the eigen-vdue. A proper diffusion •qua-

tion Is obtained only i f we do not »ake formal use of this knowledge and leave fi

as an "uoknowi number" to be obtained as part of the solution of the diffusion

equation. The conclusion i s hence that diffusion coefficients should be restric-

ted to leakage affects alone.
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T.B. The Diffusion Coefficients of Bsnolst1*2

Let as Integrate Sq.(l) over all angles and over the valuae of a unit

cell, and represent by l~(y) the resultant leakage tern. In other words.

LW = J
The corrected Benolst coefficient arose out of giving a "E&ty representation

to this leakage, in order to eee the essential difference between this ooeffl.

dent and the new coefficient defined in Bq.(i5), we will here obtain thtJ>Efc

fom by equiTalence considerations of the aaae type as those •splgystl in

Section IX, except that we will here egiata leakage rate and reaction rates

between the lattice and ita equivalent hoawganeous aedin without any weight-

ing function.

In the equivalent hoawgancous aediua, we represent the angle-integrated

by

The hoawgeneltgr of the aodiua requires Cg to be independent of position.

Since we wish to retain'equality between averaged quantities of the lattice

and the corresponding quantities of the equivalent hoaogeneoua aedtua, we aust

conserve average fJw, so that we define C« by
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where we hpve put / U s ^ - c + f , -o-c being the centre of the unit cell

chosen. Let u« now use diffusion theory In the equivalent homogeneous medium,

vdth JX {y) «s l to diffusion coefficient, use Ficlc's law to represent the

net current «t the surface SCtmm o* the unit cel l , and obtain an expression

for L(?). m get

Transferring the origin to the cell-centre, Bo*.(45c) and (45d) result In

becc«ing

i
W

from which the definition of the corrected Benolst coefficient follow* as •

relation between the leading terns of Eq.(46a). Ms get

HIT

The difference between this coefficient and the new coefficient defined

in Sq.(l5) Is now clear. Benolst used what is in effect an equivalence principle

via physical balance. This effectively swans that a neutron at a point In ths

lattice, i.e.. In the heterogeneous environment, will retain the same Importance

if it is transferred to the corresponding point In the equivalent homogeneous
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•ediuu, where i t will encounter a hoaogeneous environment. The new definition

[J5q.(l5)"J takes account of changes In neutron importance b; attaching the

<45 * £*p/l$;Vf) importance function.

As regards the aource of the "double-valuedness* of the H.H.S. of Bq.(«6b),

i t ccaes frca the t e n

tion", which ia referred to the cell>centre, lapliea a variable welghtage to a

eane set of "points", CIM/'-3.E) . depending on the choice of cell centre.

This double-valuedness is not a re«l problcau If we put C- «• CB-^B1'.*?) and

. 3 =. SU*v ( . ^ ^ t h e Eq.{l), which can be written A Fft - O , where

J\ 5^-J - n T . e « be expanded into the equation

the ETj» and JJ_ u»lng defined in the Eqs.(20a) and (2la) reopecttrely. Lindting

ourselves only to the real part Ctf^- S f r » O . we can transfer the

origin as before by vrltlng AL- h^± § . expand C *nd S accordingly,

and obtain the expression for the divergence tern. It t i l l then be noticed

that, of the two terns on the R.H.S. of Eq.(Jt6b), the -̂ .ET^ term is supplied

by l£^ with C supplying only i ts leading fcera (unity). The second tem on

Uie R.H.S. of Eq.(iob), i . e . , <?, duv'siti , Is supplied by SET . with

the leading tera h*^? of the expanaion of 3 supplying the trouble scan

P - weight *ge. The double-valuednesa is hence seen to coae from the fact that

one i s working with the linear coabinatioa CB^~S>Br =-O • This

equation however reaalna correct *4iatever aight be the choice of cell-centre;

there are coapenaating double-valuedness effects in the other terms of the

balance equation.
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If we note that (r^ and jr-f are each separately sero, and work only with

the equation E f l - 0 for the periodic part of the flux, we will obtain the un-

corrected Benoist coefficient , which i s nothing else but Bq.(46b) without the

ri term. Of course, in order to arrive at this definition via the

direct equivalence treatment eisployed above, we cannot argue In terns of cirrents

and leakage, because the periodic fluxes have cero net leakage over a unit c e l l .

We will hence need to visualise the J)£> as an effective extra captire cross-sec-

tion, which i s another way by which this term i s visualised In elementary diffu-

sion theory.

The new diffusion coefficient defined in Eq.(15) i s , as we have seen, one

which contains the merits of both the definitions of Benoist. The ^ j

effectively renores the double-valuedness while retaining i t s interpretation as

leakage due to the true finite medium flux. At the state time, this adjoint

Importance function leads to an expression which would not be changed had we

worked with the periodic fluxes alone.

F.C The Plffuaion Coefficient of Bonaluni9

The discussion of the Benoist coefficients in Section T.B above via an

"unweighted" equivalence principle permits an inuediate comparison with the

equivalence principle of SelenguV, which leads to cell-edge normalisation i f

conservation of call-edge flux i s presumed. The Selengut equivalence principle

In effect state* that / l f corresponding cells from the latt ice and i t s equivalent

homogeneous medivn are interchanged, the overall condition of each system i s

unchanged. If we formalise this principle by stating that, where the interaction

between the replaced cel l and i t s new environment i s concerned, we require the



net current alone to be unchanged, we vdll arrive once agein at the Benolst

definition ria the argument of T.B. above, i t being understood that we vdll

define the C^ly^ of Sq.U5b) by the Bq.(45c). If we add the condition

that the cell-«dge fluxes are also l e f t unchanged by the replacement, wa

will in fact be requiring that the £g(i») .which should truely be the average

over the cel l (and which i s independent of /£ ) should be given the value

that existed at the cell-edge of the lattice before the replacement was sad*.

This cannot be correct. The continuity of the flux at the call-edge after

the replacement does not imply that thia dux ia the unperturbed on*; the

replacement operation has certainly given rise to local perturbations.

Conservation of cell-edge flux wil l Imply that the average periodic

flux of the homogeneous medium i s the same aa the cell-edge flux, and this

will then effect the value* of the averaged cross-sections in addition to

the value of the diffusion coefficient; i t being eseumed that we do not change

the average leakage rates and reaction rates. Formally than, any normalisation

factor can be employed, provided the same factor i s employed for every tern of

the balance equation. However, only the oall-avarage normalisation i s juati-

fled from physical considerations.

7 1 CONCLUSIONS

Thia etudjr, which i s a epace-energy-angle dependent treatment for a

general latt ice ce l l , in an operator notation which applies to any aigen-preblea,

supplies the answer to the formal problem of defining the homogenised diffusion

coefficient of a latt ice ce l l . The various definitions that have hitherto been
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proposed constitute valuable contributions towards the understanding of the

problem, since they represent the end results from looking at the problem from

various angles. It i s concluded that the coefficients of the type suggested

by GelbtroT and Larsen are not suitable because they take account of a l l

buckllng-dependent effects, which diffusion coefficients should no do. The

ceU^edge normalisation of the Bonaltmi9 definition has been shovn to be de-

fective from physical considerations. The two coefficients of Benoist1*^ are

the bast among those hitherto available, since they are restricted to leakage

effects alone (unlike those of Gelbard and Laraen) and employ caU-avtrage

normalisation (unlike the coefficient of Bonaluni). The individual merits of

the two Benoist definitions, the one representing leakage effects due to the

true finite medium flux and the other being independent of which point i s

chosen as cell-centre, are combined in the new definition proposed in this

study | Bq.(l5) J . This new definition reduces to the definition of the

"unconnected" Benoist coefficient in an exact manner in the one-velocity case

and, in velocity-dependent problems, in an approximate manner for well-thermal-

ized qrsteaw.

The new definition i s based on a perturbation operation between the

latt ice and the equivalent homogeneous medium, which i s an Idea that has been

known since the e*rly days of perturbation theory (see Ref.l5). The resultant

definition i s thus an inportance-woighted definition, wherein the angle-inte-

grated budcling-dependent flux of the homogeneous medium enters.

Balance eqiations with any diffusion coefficient can be cast into diffu-

sion-equation form with conservation of the eigen-valus. The conservation of
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the eigen-value i s hence not the only criterion for selecting a particular defi-

nition] something mor* has to be specified. The new definition i s based on the

conservation of also the adjoint-weighted leakage rates and reaction rates.

The t.igJn-coefficient» of Denis***' are another category of coefficients al-

together, Mhich hare no direct relevance to diffusion coefficients and diffusion

equations} but represent an alternative approach to reactor analysis.

It i s to be noted that, depending on the weighting function employed, the

leakage tens of the balance equation takes different hue si If this term i s inte-
o

grated directly i t gives the physical leakage in th* lattice itself (the Benoist

definition); i f the angle-integrated budding-dependent homogeneous adjoint i s

used as weighting function, we get the importance-weighted leakage proper to the

horaogenitation procedure (Eqs.(l&) and (15) of the present study); Whereas if the

angular sero-buckling adjoint of the lattice itself is used, we get the measure

of .all buckling-dependent effects in the lattice (the eigen-coefflcients of

Deni*4*5).

Diffusion coefficients (which deal only with leakage) are not primary

quantities of the initial equation, and have relevance only in view of their

role in diffusion equations. The reducibility or otherwise of the initial

balance equation to diffusion-equation form is hence a matter of primary

Importance. The analysis made in Section HI of this study suggests that, in th*

case of velocity-dependent problems with both scattering term and fission so urea

tern, diffusion equations cannot be sat up. The concept of homogenisation i s hence

rendered suspect, notwithstanding its practical utility*

In those eases in which the equations can be reduced to diffusion-aquation

form, this form i s basically implicit* The calculation of the averaged constants

pr*-supposes a knowledge of th* solution which i s sought to be obtained. This



Implicitness has attendant conputatlonal probleas which have been touched upon

by QelbardX°.

The abore llaitatlons, arising fro* the question of reducibUity to

diffusion-equation form and, when reducible, the implicit form that ia obtained,

are entirely absent in the solution via the eigen-coeffielsnts. In tills solu-

tion, the tero-buckling angular-flux adjoint of the lattice i s introduced in

order to decompose the initial aigen-equation into a set of separate equations

with * well defined hierarchy based on powers of the buckling. Solved in the

order of hierarchy, each equation i s exe^lc^. Elgen-coefficients of a giv*n

order of buckling are one step ahead of the periodic-fluxes of that order. The

solution of the latter requires the knowledge of the eigen-coefficient. Hence,

If the reactor problem is to determine the eigenvalue alone, then, once the

eigen-coefficients up to a given order are knowi, the reactor problem i s solved

to that order without needing to know the flux terms of that order. If reaction

rates are also required, an additional calculation of those flux terms is In-

volved, after which the true finite median flux to that order cm be reconstruc-

ted.

This intrinsic merit of the eigen-coeffident approach over the diffusion-

equation approach requires elaboration of methods for eigen-coefficient calcula-

tion, taking note of the fact that the Eqs.(37) are singular, i . e . , each periodic

flux i s generated by a periodic "source* whose Jc* -weighted integral Is zero.

Assuaing the «ero-buckling flux and adjoint function ( \ and i * ) to be

known, the next problem i s the determination of W>, . There Is an interesting
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approach to this problem; but the details tre lengthy for presentation aa part

of the present study, whose aim has been to give full attention to the diffusion

coefficient and the diffusion-equation. The following are brief indication! of

the study Which has been nade for the eigen-coefficientss Firstly, the expression

for CO. has been cast into a variational fom so that approximate estimates of

the "tilted fluxes" can be employed vdthout introducing gross errors in the era.

luation of the elgen-coefflcient. Secondly, a tensor formulation has been given

to the eigen-theory, which not only Bakes the notation acre compact than ttu on*

employed in the present study; but also has the practical advantage of eliminating

a l l co-ordinate-dependent sgnaetries. The equations for the periodic fluxes thus

become tensor equations for tensors of higher and higher order as the order of

budding increases. For 6VL . the tensor equation involves the determination of a

vector function ]fa which i s the leading term of the buckling dependent vector

function YQ where V^# ft - "*Vft . The tensor equation for Vo i s

hence of one tensor-order higher than the usual balance equations for angular

fluxes which are scalar functions. Thirdly, the solution of this tensor equation

has been obtained by introducing a trial function for Ve . This trial function

has been set up on the following considerations! In the case of a homogeneous

iaotroplc medium, the hodograph of Vo t^,^ -&-J, i . e . , the envelope of the

end-points of Vo as a function i £ (for / t and "V fixed) i s a sphere. In

analogy with elasticity, one can imagine that, in a latt ice, the hodograph of Yo

will be stretched, displaced, and deformed into an egg-ahaped surface. A para-

meterised expressioa for such a surface has been introduced in the tensor equa-

tion. The null condition for the coefficients of each combination of basis veo-

tors then furnishes a set of ordinary equations for ths parameters, which are
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solved by using the boundary conditions imposed by the symmetry of the ce l l .

More equations are obtained than the nunber of parameters to be determined.

The first few equations of the set (the minimum number required) fumieh the

expressions for the parameters of the hodogrsph. If the remaining equations

ar9 solved for the parameters, slightly different expressions are obtained.

This shoMS that the tr ial hodograph i s not an exact representation of V0 j

but the extra equations are useful as a control to check that the trial hodo-

graph adopted i s a good choice. Paradoxically, i t i s easier to set up a trial

hodograph for \f0 than for the vector -2)"o (which i s the "source1* vtiich

generates Vo ) for the simple reason that y^ (JSL) and Jni. are not required to

be collinear, whereas j £ + i s necessarily required to be directed along - 2 .
JO

The adoption of closed expressions for the hodographs i s the equivalent of

accounting for more than one term of a spherical harmonics expansion, and one

could hence expect that this approach will be wry satisfactory in practice.

It i s to be noted that the geometrical language used above does not mean

that we are dealing with geometric al quantities. The periodic flux fields are

tensor functions (e .g . , the ' ' | ^ ( j i ? / v ^ - ^ *) •** 8 C a l* r functions

which are the components of the vector function Vo(
J^tv~j &~) wiMn

i t i s represented in the co-ordinate systen of the principal directions of the

l a t t i c e ) , and the eigen-coefflcients are tensor numbers ( e . g . , the to , are

the diagonal components of a diasonalised tensor of second order).

The tensor theory developed i s q i i te general; but the determination of

the exp l i c i t solution nan been l imited t o a one-velocity problem, and to a

cylindrical c e l l , which i s more representative of reel situations than a slab
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ce l l . The detail* of this study will form the subject patter of a separata

publication. Extension to velocity-dependent probleaa will be needed before

practical use can be made of the eigen-coefficlent approach to reactor analysis.
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APPENDIX A

RECALL OF DBPSHTIOIS OF THE CPERATCRS

- ^ R V 2 ) S

being the ontmaUon s i g n .

for the decay-constant eigen-problem
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APPENDIX B

OF TIE FORM Pg^e*"

The above form has been employed for homogeneous media and for quasi-

homogeneous media of the Felnberg-Galanin type. It i s not Immediately evi-

dent that the form c«n be used in heterogeneous media. Leslie6 uaed i t for

latt ices and referred to a private communication from Brissenden for justi-

fying i t s use. No details are available regarding how Brissenden came to

his conclusion, apart from the fact that he argued in terms of Integral

transport theory. At about the same time, an independent study had been

undertaken for a lat t ice of square or rectangular cel ls and finite dimen-

sions in a l l three directions. This studjr i s briefly reviewed below, so

as to furnish a formal proof for the form.

The study was for the decay-constant eigen-problem of a non-multiplying

medi•-;-.. Integral transport theory was used. The steps in the analysis war*

as follows*

l ) The geometry of the finite medium was parallelepidic, with co-ordinate

axes along the three principal directions of the array of ce l l s , and

the macroscopic flux was

The f i n i t e l a t t i c e was extended t o in f in i ty with analyt ical continuation

of % ( • # ) . The orig in was taken at the cantor* of the paral le lepiped.

2 ) The neutron phase density l*o ( • £ / V ^ i £ ) being knovn, the phase den-

s i t y >> (%jV~ ^ " 0 i n the R)^: o case cannot be considered
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as Just ^ g ' ^ ^ since this would lead to current Teeters at

the cel l boundary with no component noraal to the ce l l surface. Ma

hare hence to write ^ g * **c ^ + A ^ y ***** *** *«*•

of b>~$ completely unknown as yet.

3) The source generating this Aj> i s obtained by Manipulating the sero-

buckling balance equation (for V o decaying with decay constant ^ 0 )

into an equation for >>, Vĵ  decaying vdth the decay constant "V\ of the

finite aedim. This i s easily done by f irs t Multiplying the sere-

buckling equation tjr ^ frost the l e f t end talcing the £ Inside the

operators. Since ^ 0 ^ ^" -^6 > the equation Mill not be an

eigen-equation, but wUl contain an extra "source term* .— &[£/vysi.) .

which forces >$> J to decay with the decay eonstsnt ^ . Since T] i s

the natural decay constant for >Vj£ + A ) * ^ and not for >*0^ f

i t i s clear that the source + S ( ^ V ) i t } generates a ^ de.

eaying with decay constant ^| . This source i s thus obtained as

the notation of the main text, wa thus hava

"^ (49)

4) The ^ ( / O ^ of the l a t U c e i a now Modified to 2 .

Modified oorreepondingly tot^f «o that we are l e f t with the

stationary protalcai

3 ^ )^% (50)
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to be solved by integral transport theory.

5) In systolic operator notation, «•

UMUrtf

Zf * S, (-*^»> S ' ^ ) I

vf

I -"A

w* get

6) The series .xpansion i s obtained by ejcpanding al l quantities a»

followst

^ / J ? \ i# expand* w a T**Lor series about the centr« of th«

parallelepiped, Wiich i s taken as the oriUn. this fives

•• • 1
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icier* Ui i s a unit vector along the k -direction, and ^••tr s '? tL •

/e+... y
Putting &£ s ^ S ) 4 ; " V ) o lB «**«*•<» ••

Tedious collection and rearrangement of teraa finally leads to a closed

expression of the font

where o p , i* * acalar function which ia a aeries of periodic func-

tlona with powers of the 61 11 coefficients, and V« 1* * sialiar

rector function* The sjavetry properties of the various fields ooaw

out aa a result of this analysis and these are dlscuaaed in Ref.3.

7) The tranaforaatlon to the font -jn €XJ3 (X B i/uj has been ex.

plained in Raf .16. The procedure i s given below in tha notation of

the aaln text, with the adjoint fora also being treated. We wit*

Xq.(S2) M

where the adjoint has been written by analogy, noting that th* aign

of th* gradient changes in th* adjoint* Wow, since 3? can be re-

placed by any other function, we ceaatter a ayat*m ($yst*a l ) with

2, C -V*

( 5 2 )
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We then get '±)f"^ • •

The macroscopic flux C « ^ £S*' *?^ ia a plane ware. Vfe go

forward by three-fourths of a wave-length to the plane at which C-

and move along the plane until we COM to a cell-centre v#iich wa

denote by £ . The periodic fielda 4 Vft have identical ex-

preaaiona whether written with the original cell-centre aa origin

or with <? aa origin. Tha only difference ia that the C*-\(jb>7i)

has become SAA*. (j&>&) S - 3 "V* Since tha phyaical be-

haviour of the ayateai ia identical, we can laagine the two cal l

centrea to be made coincident eo that, with the original ce l l centre

aa origin« we have a eecond ayatea (Syatae 2} given by

Me now here tw independent neutron populabione in the aaaw physical

la tUce , with their diatribuUona given by tha Sqa.($U) and (54b)

aa referred to the aaae origin. Op to now, a l l quantities WB real.

We now wiah to ooabine the twa ayataaw into a coapoaite sycteai /

taking care that no neutron of one aystaa can ever gat Mixed up telth

a neutron froa the other system. The way to ensure this ia to attach

\^T to the second system and add i t to the first* This Immediately

gives
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( 5 S b )

d) It Is to be noted that macroscopic flux distribution* of the tjrp*

of the *£(nfi*km. for the «i«lyola can be obtained by auperpoaiUon

of the £.*£> [X&J&} forms for a rector & and the Teetore

which form mutual linages of ft in the principal planes of the

lat t ice .

9) Our operations with complex quantities are based on the following! We

init ial ly introduce the "imaginary" merely as a lab^l to attach to one

of the two real systems, p!qs.(5O*] > which we wish to operate with

simultaneously. After the in i t ia l complex quantities are formed, a l l

subsequent operations are those proper to complex quantities. In parti-

cular, the real part of an inner product i s not the product of the real

parts of the component factors.

10) The buckling vector i s constant throughout the analysis; with the re-

sult that any perturbation considered swat be "uniform", i . e . , intro-

duced in every unit ce l l .
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APNMDXX C

XNTERFRCTiffiai OP THE MEW DIFFUSION COBFFKHDIT IN

TBRHS CP REAL TWTS OP THE

Let us take C ~ . Ce^ (,&* H<̂  •• the Macroscopic flux. Putting

O •=. ^vv^B-SJ^tho direct and adjoint finite.me<ttus fluxes, r j (J

and f* (yC,T>^ & *) are obtained from «qs.( 54) as

let us obtain the leakage due to the true flux F^ . We get

where

^ +

For obtaining the angle-integrated adjoint f lux of the hoaogeneoi*

•edluB, we take the fiq.(56b) for th» hoaogeneou* Mdlua eaae, ao that we get

l q . ( 5 8 ) glvea us the weight function to be eaployvd for th> integrations

to obtain averages. Multiplying Bq.(57) by t h i s weight function, we obtain
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Similarly,

We now make the following inportant point regarding the interpretation

of Eqo.(it) Mid (l5)i We do not perform the volume integration over the volume

of only one arbitrarily chosen cell; but we Integrate over the whole of space.

Then, i f we refer the periodic parta In the Eqe.(59) to their respective cell-

centres, and denote by O* the position vector within a unit cell with respect

to i t s ovn centre, we will have, for Bq.(59«), a set ofVlemants"

which repeat periodically from cell to cellj and similarly for Sq.(59b). Row..

ever for a fixed "phase-space point", C\o)"**o)**•*) i t h e ""*<a"o»copic

weight finctiona Co*** ( ( £ . & ) «nd $Uv($-n?)C«^(^.n:) wil l vary

as one gseo from cel l to ce l l . As one span* al l the unit cells of the infinite

la t t i ce , every possible value of each macroacopic weight function will be met

an equal number of times. The average macroscopic weight function will hence

be the same for every (^ , V J±o ^) of a unit-cell . This average

will be proportional to the integral of the weight function over the length of

one wave, as one moves along & . Ms hence get, with b 2 . J B |

Average of (V**( fe ) ?C \ C M ^ ^ ) « ^ • "i" 1600

Average of
t

$ ' ^ C>C \ &»LMjfi*fy)4*j*-0 . (60b)
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lThus* only the tens vdth Vl> Meightage Mill contribute to the

gral over the whole of space. Denoting by ̂ « 9 / the average

weighted leakage rate per unit in»rt«nce-wei|hted finite-s»diua dux, the

Sq..(59) give

»

tciich is nothing else tout Bq.(lA)» since only - 6 * & § ) i \ 0 *»U1 contribute

to the integral of
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